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www.indiamart.com/auxi-chem/sitenavigation.com visit this for all our premium products
An ISO certified company, we are one of the leading manufacturers and exporters of an assortment of specialty chemicals and surfactants.
About Us

AUXICHEM made a foray into the chemicals industry in 1966, and crafted a status of eminence very soon. Modern mantra of management has facilitated the company to cater to the clients' requirements. AUXICHEM is a leading manufacturer, exporter and supplier of Specialty Chemicals catering to various industries. An ISO certified company, AUXICHEM continues to play a leading role in the manufacturing of chemicals in India with the intent to further strengthen its position for quality products.

With decades of experience and extensive industry knowledge, AUXICHEM has been able to face the challenges of the global market place and deliver quality products in adherence with market standards and parameters. AUXICHEM always welcomes any feedback or suggestions from clients in order to serve them better.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/auxi-chem/about-us.html
TEXTILE CHEMICAL

- Textile Finishing Product
- Textile Finishing Chemicals
- Textiles Pretreatment Chemical
- Textiles Pretreatment Chemicals
LEATHER CHEMICALS

Detergent Sourcing Chemicals for Textile Paper Leather

De- Inking Compounds

Cationic Fatliquor

Felt Cleaning Compound
SPECIALITY CHEMICAL FOR RAYON INDUSTRIES

Rayon Textiles Chemicals

Anti- Pilling Chemicals

Rayon Finishing Agent
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Mineral Chemicals

Dye Retarding/ Levelling Agents

Leather Chemicals

Leather Chemicals
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Water Paint Chemicals
- Slimicide
- Retanning Agents
- Fibre Manufacturing Chemicals
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CONTACT US

Auxichem
Contact Person: DS Palaye

D-109, TTC Industrial Area, Nerul MIDC, Nerul Belapur Road
Navi Mumbai - 400705, Maharashtra, India
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